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Shield Shed Felt Mineral - Premium

Installation

Use
Single layer bitumen felt for the roofs of
non-habitable structures with a pitch at or above
20 degrees. Typically apex or pent garden sheds,
kennels, and hutches.

Product Information
SHIELD Premium Shed Felt has a polyester fibre
as the core ingredient, rather than glass fibre.
This significantly increases both tear and wear
resistance as well as life expectancy of up to 15
years. (The mineral finish protects the
bitumen from UV damage, and is coloured to
create a pleasant finish).

Performance & Standard Composition
Composition:		
Bitumen
Form:			Roll
Finish:			
Mineral - Green / Black
Length:		 20m
Width:			1m
Roll Weight:		
40kg
Carrier:		Polyester

MATERIAL HANDLING
Handling: Material should be unloaded and
handled with care to avoid damages.
Site Storage: Material should be stored on end
on a firm, level clean base protected from direct
sunlight.

PRIOR TO COMMENCEMENT
Application must always follow good, safe
working practice. Prior to commencing works it
is advisable to assess the work area, irrespective
of levels of competence, ensuring all works are
being planned and undertaken in a safe, pragmatic manner. Temperature should be
considered, with works being undertaken ideally
at temperatures over 10 C. Avoid installing in
wet or very cold weather.

PREPARATION
Before starting on the roofing works, the
installer should ensure the surfaces receiving
the Shield Shed Felt are sound, clean and dry.
All existing old roof felt should be removed,
and the roof structure should be checked for
adequacy and strength prior to new work being
done.

DURABILITY
Life expectancy of this product is up to 15 years
when installed as per manufacturers guidelines.
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“You’re protected with Shield on your side”
Whilst every care is taken to see that the information given in this literature is correct an up to date it is not intended to form part of any contract or give rise to any collateral
liability, which is hereby specifically excluded. Intending purchases of our materials should therefore verify with the company whether any changes in our specification or
application details or otherwise have taken place since this literature was issued.
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